In a second set of models, the spatiotemporal orEvanston, Illinois 60208 ganization of the excitatory input does not account for direction selectivity (Barlow and Levick, 1965; Torre and Poggio, 1978). Instead, spatially offset, long-lasting inhiSummary bition suppresses the responses to the nonpreferred direction. These two models differ substantially: the first Direction selectivity in simple cells of primary visual model predicts that excitation (that is, the aggregate cortex, defined from their spike responses, cannot be excitation from all inputs) would be tuned for the prepredicted using linear models. It has been suggested ferred direction; the second predicts that neither excitathat the shunting inhibition evoked by visual stimulation nor inhibition is, by itself, tuned for motion direction. 
cell. Cesium and QX-314 were used in some cases to nonlagged cells were segregated within each ON and OFF block voltage-gated currents. We have found that excisubfield of a simple cell, the resulting spatial gradients of tation and inhibition were tuned to the same direction response latency would make the cell prefer motion in the of motion: motion of a grating stimulus in the preferred direction of decreasing latency. That is, a motion-selective direction elicited both the largest excitatory and the neuron will receive simultaneous and therefore maximal largest inhibitory inputs onto simple cells (Ferster, 1986 ; excitation from all regions of its receptive field only when Monier et al., 2003) . Inhibition and excitation evoked by motion in the preferred direction, however, were temporally out of phase with one another. In addition, the spatial gradient of response latency for excitation and that motion in the preferred direction evoked both a larger maximum depolarization (V max ) and a larger maxiinhibition, as measured from the noise stimuli, acmum hyperpolarization (V min ) than were evoked by mocounted quantitatively for the direction selectivity as tion in the nonpreferred direction. This was largely the measured from the responses to gratings. Using a linear case across our population when measured relative to combination of the synaptic inputs derived from the each neuron's resting potential (V rest ). In Figure 1D , maxinoise stimuli, followed by an expansive threshold nonlinmum depolarization (V max Ϫ V rest ) for the null stimulus is earity, the direction selectivity of both membrane potenplotted against maximum depolarization for the pretial and spike responses could be accurately predicted. ferred stimulus, and the points tend to fall below the There was little indication that inhibition in the null direcunity line. Similarly, when minimum hyperpolarization tion, either of the shunting or hyperpolarizing kind, con-(V min Ϫ V rest ) for the null stimulus is plotted against maxitributes to the direction selectivity of simple cells. mum hyperpolarization for the preferred stimulus ( Figure  1E ), the points tend to fall above the unity line. The Results average difference between the V max Ϫ V rest for the preferred and opposite directions was 3.1 mV (Ϯ0.53, t test, Direction-Selective Responses p Ͻ 0.05), while the average difference between V min Ϫ to Grating Stimulation V rest for the preferred and opposite directions was Ϫ1.4 We made in vivo whole-cell intracellular recordings from mV (Ϯ0.28, t test, p Ͻ 0.05). 34 simple cells in cat area 17. Direction selectivity was There are a number of possible sources for the hypermeasured from the response to drifting gratings of the polarizing phase of the membrane potential response preferred spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and to grating motion. It could result directly from synaptic orientation ( Figures 1A and 1B) . Direction selectivity was inputs, either an increase in inhibition above the resting quantified using the direction index: level or a decrease in excitation below the resting level. Alternatively, the hyperpolarization could be a second-
ary effect of the depolarizing phase of the grating response. For example, the barrage of spikes that occurs where R p and R n are the amplitudes of the modulated during the depolarizing phase could evoke a delayed (F1) component of the response (membrane potential or afterhyperpolarization through the opening of voltagespike rate) to gratings of the preferred and nonpreferred gated potassium channels (McCormick et al., 1985) . If directions. Although the spiking response of neurons afterhyperpolarization were the cause of the hyperpolarwas often highly selective for the direction of motion, ization, the amplitude of the hyperpolarization (V min ) the membrane potential modulation of the response was should be correlated with the number of spikes that less selective (Jagadeesh et al., 1993 (Jagadeesh et al., , 1997 . For the occurred in the preceding depolarization. Therefore, in neuron shown in Figure 1 , the spiking response of the each cell we measured V min from stimulus cycles in which neuron was almost completely selective for motion dithe preceding depolarization did not trigger any spiking. rection (DI ϭ 0.82), while the voltage response was only Even when calculated from this restricted set of data, modestly selective (DI ϭ 0.36). Across our population the average V min Ϫ V rest for the preferred direction of of neurons, the direction index derived from spiking was motion (Ϫ2.59) was still more hyperpolarized than V min Ϫ two to three times the direction index derived from mem-V rest for the null direction (Ϫ1.33), suggesting that the brane potential (see below). selectivity of V min for the preferred direction of motion is By definition, motion in the preferred direction caused synaptic in origin. a larger peak-to-peak modulation of the membrane poTo examine the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic intential than motion in the null direction. From the cycle puts to direction-selective neurons more directly, we derived estimates of the excitatory and inhibitory synapaverages of these responses ( Figure 1C) , we also found 
143Њ
. Although excitation and inhibition were both smaller for the nonpreferred stimulus than they were for tic conductances by measuring the voltage response of the preferred stimulus, excitation and inhibition were the neuron while injecting steady currents of different again at nearly opposite phases (phase difference ϭ amplitudes through the recording electrode (Figures 2A  164Њ) . Across the sample, the amplitude of the moduand 2B). Hyperpolarizing currents were used primarily to lated component of excitation was larger in response avoid activating voltage-dependent currents associated to the preferred direction than the null direction in all with spiking. Correction for electrode series resistance cells (n ϭ 11) in which conductance measurements were (bridge balance) was performed offline with double exmade ( Figure Figures 3C and 3D ). The average difference be-2F. As a measure of the accuracy of the derived conductween preferred-and null-evoked mean ⌬g i was 0.42 tances, the conductances were used to rederive the nS, which by t test is not significant (p ϭ 0.15). The same membrane potential. Substantial nonlinearities (such as is true for excitation (average difference in mean ⌬g e ϭ voltage-gated conductances) would be detected as a 0.25 nS; p ϭ 0.19). Therefore, the total amount of inhibimismatch between these derived potentials and the tion (or excitation) evoked by the preferred stimulus diforiginal recorded potentials, whereas the match befers little from that evoked by the null stimulus. Only the tween measurement and prediction was quite good ( Despite the similarity in direction preference of excitacurves, but at the high end, saturation could arise from tion and inhibition, there was a striking distinction bethe active conductances associated with threshold, and tween the excitatory and inhibitory conductance maps: on the low end by reduction in the driving force for wherever there was an increase in the excitatory coninhibitory currents. The vertical scatter of the points ductance, there tended to be a decrease in the inhibitory around the mean value is comparable in amplitude to conductance. This is evident in both pairs of maps in the trial-to-trial noise in the response to a blank (mean Figure 6 . Corresponding areas that are red in one map luminance) screen.
(indicating an increase relative to the average conductance) are blue in the other (decrease relative to the Direction Selectivity of Inhibition average conductance). A more direct comparison of exOne aspect of the responses shown in Figure 5 is that citation and inhibition is made in Figure 7D , which shows negative stimuli-stimuli that are anticorrelated with the profiles through the excitatory and inhibitory maps at one position for a different cell (Figures 7A and 7B ). spatiotemporal receptive field-evoked true hyperpolar- Increases in inhibition occur more or less simultaneously were the complete opposite of the inhibitory maps, the cross-correlation would be Ϫ1; for identical maps, the with decreases in excitation, and vice versa.
We quantified the degree of overlap between excitacross-correlation would be 1. A histogram of the crosscorrelation for 11 cells is shown in Figure 7D (open bars, tion and inhibition by computing the cross-correlation between the elements in the excitatory and inhibitory Figures 7A and 7B) OFF inhibition, and vice versa. We also measured the is the spike threshold. The so-called "iceberg effect" spatial extent of inhibitory and excitatory conductance, generated by a nonlinear (expansive) threshold likely since some models postulate that motion selectivity is enhances the difference in the spike rate responses based on spatially and temporally offset inhibition and to the two directions of grating motion relative to the excitation (Barlow and Levick, 1965; Torre and Poggio, difference in the membrane potential responses. 1978). These models predict that inhibition should be This enhancement of directionality in spiking relative located more on one side of the map than the other. to membrane potential is shown for our sample of cells We found little spatial structure in either the inhibitory in Figure 8I . Membrane potential direction indices were, or excitatory conductance when averaged over the epin every case, much lower than spike rate indices. To och of significant conductance change, as shown for determine whether the threshold nonlinearity could acthe neuron in Figure 7 (Figures 7A and 7B, lower panels) . count quantitatively for this difference, we first modeled threshold by fitting the scatterplot of membrane potenThe Relationship between Direction Selectivity tial against spike rate to a power law ( 
ON responses; closed bars, OFF responses). Note that all pairs of excitatory and inhibitory maps were negamaps. A rectangular region of the x-t conductance maps (outlined region in

A Comparison of Response Field Maps Derived noise (Rieke, 1997). Since the 1D noise stimulus used here is a close approximation to Gaussian noise, the from Spiking and Voltage Responses
The discrepancy found between spike and membrane threshold nonlinearity would not be expected to alter the spatiotemporal receptive field. potential direction selectivity to grating stimulation was not found when we examined direction selectivity predicted from x-t maps. We were able to construct spatioDiscussion temporal receptive field maps from the spiking responses to noise stimuli for 13 neurons with sufficiently It has been proposed in several models of primary visual cortex that inhibition from the nonpreferred direction is high spike rates and long-duration recordings. Spiking response fields are remarkably similar to the voltage required to create direction-selective responses. In this paper, we provide evidence that the excitatory and inresponse fields (Figures 9A and 9B) . The average correlation coefficient between voltage and spiking maps was hibitory synaptic inputs to simple cells prefer motion in the same direction, which is the direction that evokes 0.82 (std ϭ 0.08). The direction selectivity estimated by Fourier transformation of the spiking response fields the most spikes. While excitation and inhibition were tuned to the same direction, the two components were was very similar to that derived from the voltage response fields, whether measured from the ON or OFF evoked asynchronously by moving stimuli. This difference in the timing of excitation and inhibition appeared fields alone ( Figure 9C, regression slope ϭ 0.91, not  significantly different from 1, y-intercept ϭ 0.0) , or the in responses to simple gratings as a 180Њ phase difference between the excitatory and inhibitory inputs. In the difference between the ON and OFF fields (data not shown). The similarity between the maps based on responses to 1D noise, the difference in timing appeared as an anticorrelation between the spatiotemporal promembrane potential and maps based on spiking is consistent with the theoretical finding that a static nonlinearfiles of excitation and inhibition. The spatiotemporal relationship between excitation ity should not distort a linear estimate of the receptive field as long as the stimulus is composed of Gaussian and inhibition for direction-selective neurons is reminis- 
